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Abstract: Behavioral scientists and mathematical statisticians at the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics conduct survey methods research projects across a broad range of topics. In this article, we summarize recent research projects and plans in the areas of sample design, data collection methodology, and data adjustment and analysis.
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1. Introduction

In the five years since “A Review of Statistical Research at the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics” appeared in the Journal of Official Statistics (Dippo 1987), the Bureau has broadened its commitment to improving its survey programs by establishing an Office of Survey Methods Research, which encompasses research in both mathematical statistics and the behavioral sciences. Behavioural scientists at the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) include cognitive, educational, and social psychologists, sociologists, and an anthropologist. The addition of behavioral science researchers to the Bureau’s staff was prompted by the recognition that causes of nonsampling errors could be studied by several means. For example, on-going research attempts to map mental/cognitive processes employed by respondents and interviewers involved in completing and administering data collection instruments and procedures. For a summary of research conducted by behavioral scientists at BLS, see Dippo and Herrmann (1991) and Dippo and Norwood (1992).

In this article, the variety of survey research methods at BLS is highlighted. This research is conducted within four statistical units— the Office of Survey Methods Research and three Statistical Methods Divisions located within the Offices of Compensation and Working Conditions, Employment and Unemployment Statistics, and Prices and Living Conditions. Each of these units contains both behavioral scientists and mathematical statisticians, many of whom work on interdisciplinary teams associated with specific programs, (e.g., the Current Population Survey), or cross-programmatic issues, (e.g., nonresponse). The article is organized into sections corresponding to selected steps of survey design.

2. Sample Design

Many of our current survey designs place a heavy burden on respondents through long interviews. In the Point of Purchase Survey, respondents are currently asked about
purchases in almost 170 categories covering intervals varying from "last week" to "the last five years." The in-household interview averages about 75 minutes. In order to reduce the burden on sampled households and, at the same time, improve sample design efficiency within the same cost constraints, research has been conducted on converting the survey to telephone data collection using a random-digit dialing sample design.

Casady and Lepkowski (1991) developed a design for this survey which uses information from a commercial list of banks of ten consecutive numbers containing listed residential numbers to stratify the universe of ten-banks into a "high-density" stratum with one or more listed numbers and a "low density" stratum of all other banks. Tucker, Casady, and Lepkowski (1992) refined this design by stratifying the low density stratum and estimating the proportions of residential numbers in the substrata. They have developed various classes of designs which will optimize the allocation of the sample across the high and low density strata based on a researcher's needs. These designs are at least as efficient as those used in the past, and, in some cases, substantially more efficient. More general design and estimation issues were studied by Casady (1989).

In establishment surveys, a recurring design problem relates to defining the sampling unit versus the collection unit. The Bureau has recently created a new sampling frame, called the Business Establishment List. A multiple worksite report is used to break down large multi-unit establishments into individual worksite establishments. Such establishments are thought to provide better quality data, yet may be more expensive to sample and collect data. Principe and Sommers (1992) investigated alternative sampling procedures and found that, under reasonable cost assumptions, the sampling of clusters of worksites belonging to a company results in a more efficient design.

3. Data Collection Methodology

3.1. Theoretical developments

Several projects undertaken recently were designed to advance the conceptual understanding of the data collection process. This work is interdisciplinary, including perspectives from several of the social sciences. Esposito and Jobe (1991) proposed a general model of the survey interaction process to be used to structure and communicate research ideas and findings from a variety of disciplines. Their framework consists of three components: the survey context, the survey participants, and a descriptive model of the interviewer-respondent interaction process.

Mullin, Conrad, Sander, and Herrmann (1992) advanced a cognitive theory called the "information exchange theory of the survey interview." This theory goes beyond previous cognitive work in this area by simultaneously considering both the interviewer's and the respondent's behavior as well as their interaction. The authors specify the ways in which different kinds of cognitive processes are sequenced in order to produce the behavior of interest.

Many surveys require respondents to recall autobiographical information for varying reference periods. Dippo (1989) discusses the use of cognitive laboratory techniques for investigating memory retrieval errors and gives examples from several surveys. The use of cognitive techniques in establishment surveys is the subject of Phipps (1990).

As many of the BLS surveys ask respondents to report information, such as income, which could be considered sensitive or personal, some basic research into the concept
of privacy and confidentiality has been undertaken. One study considered the semantic basis of our notions of confidentiality (van Melis-Wright, Stone, and Herrmann 1990). Another (van Melis-Wright 1991) looked more specifically at social conventions for inquiring about personal topics.

3.2. Questionnaire design

As reported in 1987, in order to reduce the burden in the Point of Purchase Survey and facilitate the transition into computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI), the survey instrument was divided into two sets of questionnaires with either 20 or 40 categories. These questionnaires were field tested in 1988, and the results indicated that the shortened questionnaires could be successfully administered by telephone. In fact, the 20-category questionnaires produced 20% to 30% more respondent reports than the lengthy paper and pencil version (Tucker, Casady, and Lepkowski 1991). Given this enhanced productivity and the lower interviewing costs with CATI, the increase in sample size necessary to provide the same information for all 170 categories with the shortened questionnaires does not result in greater costs.

The extensive field test of new formats for the Consumer Expenditure Diary Survey described in 1987 demonstrated that more extensive cues increase expenditure reporting on the part of respondents (Tucker and Bennett 1988). In order to more fully understand the problems respondents might have with different formats, an experiment was conducted in the BLS Collection Procedures Research Laboratory. Subjects were asked to classify and record information about a specially constructed set of grocery items using one of two experimental formats. Accuracy rates were calculated and used, along with think-aloud techniques and respondent debriefings, to further refine the diary formats (Tucker, Vitro, Miller, and Doddy 1989). Based on the results of a final field test of two revised diary formats in 1991, a new diary instrument have been selected.

Tucker (1992) studied expenditure diaries by looking at the effects of different diary procedures on nonsampling errors. Measures of errors due to both response and nonresponse were created from information contained within the survey itself. Analysis of these measures indicated important interactions between the different diaries and respondent characteristics.

In addition to diary research, changes have been made to the Consumer Expenditure Interview Survey during the past few years. Among these changes were those designed to decrease nonsampling errors in reports of medical expenditures resulting from problems of comprehension and recall. Qualitative laboratory techniques as well as field research were used to assess the effects of the changes. The results suggested that the changes were successful, providing insight into the general nature of nonsampling errors (Miller and Downes-LeGuin 1989, 1990).

Other studies have attempted to estimate the extent of response error in the interview survey. Telescoping effects were researched using statistical comparisons of selected data from the first (unbounded) wave and subsequent waves of the 1984 Consumer Expenditure Interview Survey. Silberstein (1990) estimated that telescoping inflates apparel estimates by 18% and home furnishing estimates by 37% under certain assumptions about potential conditioning effects. These results underscore the need to use bounding methods in panel surveys.

Silberstein and Scott (1991) reviewed the type of errors prevalent in the data collection of household expenditures, both diary
and recall interview. The study provided estimates of diary day and week effects. Diary completion and the use of recall were analyzed as well and further studied in Silberstein (1991). Overall reporting levels also were investigated by Silberstein and Scott. Typical assumptions about data collection modes were generally supported. Small, routine purchases are captured better in a diary, but a recall interview provides better estimates of less frequent or more salient expenses.

The development of a new instrument for the Current Population Survey has been an integrated, multi-disciplinary project involving teams including statisticians, economists, and other social scientists. During the first phase, laboratory studies were conducted to investigate proxy reporting (Boehm 1989), interviewer coding of responses to open-ended questions (Fracasso 1989), and alternative questions for collecting hours worked as well as industry and occupation data (Bienias 1988; Edwards, Levine, and Cohany 1989; Gaertner, Cantor, Shank and Gay 1989). In addition, both laboratory and field studies in the form of respondent debriefings were conducted to investigate respondents' understanding of key terms such as business, work, and looking for work (Palmisano 1990; Campanelli, Martin, and Creighton 1989). Using data from these studies, two alternative questionnaires were developed and tested using a random-digit dialing (RDD) sample of 71,899 individuals over seven months (Rothgeb, Polivka, Creighton, and Cohany 1991). Responses to a field-based respondent debriefing questionnaire, interviewer debriefings, item-based response analysis, and systematically coded interviewer-respondent interactions were used to determine which questions resulted in more accurate data (Esposito, Campanelli, Rothgeb, and Polivka 1991). A revised questionnaire was developed and tested during a second CATI RDD test. In addition to these field-based tests, laboratory work continued with studies of interviewer style on collecting industry and occupation information (Cantor and Esposito 1992).

The methods used to develop the CPS questionnaire are also generally applicable to establishment surveys. Phipps, Butani, and Chun (1992) discuss the issues of respondent burden, use of records, and terminology as they relate to establishment surveys and major methods used to develop questionnaires for new programs or one-time special surveys to be conducted by mail, i.e., focus groups, document design analyses, pretests, and response analysis surveys. Focus groups are primarily useful in assessing survey concepts and indicators, definitions, instructions, and the availability of records; document design analyses in improving comprehension and readability of the questionnaire; pretestings, as dress rehearsals, in determining comprehension difficulties and records availability; and response-analysis surveys in assessing comprehension, records use, and respondent burden.

Some studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of physical aspects of the instrument design. For example, Phipps, Robertson, and Keel (1991) looked at the effects of color on mail survey response rates from establishments of different size. Small establishments were somewhat more likely to respond to green questionnaires than white ones. No differences were found for larger establishments receiving either yellow or white forms.

3.3. Data collection procedures

Many BLS surveys which involve field representatives collecting data from business establishments do not use a structured, scripted instrument; instead, the field
economists are trained in the details of the occupational definitions of the jobs for which they are to collect wage and benefit data or the product definitions of the items for which they are to collect price data. The data collectors are given forms which indicate the types or level of detail of the data they are to collect, but not how to collect the data. For example, in surveys designed to collect wage and benefits information, field economists (the interviewers) generate their own questions and interpret responses from organizational representatives without the benefit of a structured instrument as part of the process of classifying employees of sampled organizations into BLS job categories.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics staff have recently begun to use cognitive research to explore the way this job-matching task is performed. One study attempts to depict field economists’ mental representations of the job categories with which they work. Novice, intermediate and experienced field economists will rate various jobs for their similarity to one another. The results will be analyzed using multidimensional scaling to determine the way field economists organize knowledge about various occupations and whether the organizing principles change with greater experience. Another related study will investigate error associated with the use of particular job definitions. Accuracy rates will be subjected to factor analysis to find patterns across the different job definitions.

In household surveys, one respondent is often asked to report about all household members. Although there have been studies investigating the quality and reliability of proxy responses in the past, there have not been studies investigating what information related to survey topics is transferred among household members and how that information is acquired. As a first step to understanding knowledge transfer about autobiographical information among family members, a laboratory study was conducted with 70 families. In the study, two to five members of a household were interviewed simultaneously on individual computer terminals. Each household member reported employment and expenditure information for themselves and one or two other members of the household. Along with the proxy report for another household member, respondents answered questions concerning how they learned about that person’s employment or expenditures. These data are now being analyzed to determine the accuracy of proxy knowledge, the most knowledgeable household members, the various types of communication patterns, and the important family and individual-level variables that affect the level of knowledge and communication patterns.

Information on self-proxy reporting practices of labor force characteristics in Hispanic households was obtained as part of an ethnographic field study of household roster reporting patterns (McKay 1991, 1992a). The study indicated long-term boarders are often not reported as members of the household. Further research using data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census’ Alternative Enumeration project confirmed this finding (McKay 1992b).

Standardized surveys require interviewers to present questions to respondents verbatim. Non-verbatim presentation is generally considered undesirable because it may lead respondents to misinterpret the questions. Only limited research, however, has been conducted in this area. A recent analysis of tape-recorded interviews of the Consumer Expenditure Interview Survey (Miller, Herrmann, and Puskar 1992) revealed that the accuracy of question reading was related to the adequacy of respondents’ answers.
3.4. Mode of data collection

Much of the research on data collection over the last few years has been focused on the incorporation of computer-assisted methods. In 1994, all data collection for the Current Population Survey will be through the use of a computer, either by field staff using notebook computers or from a centralized CATI facility. By 1994, the Current Employment Survey will use a fully integrated multi-mode collection system of mail, CATI, and touch-tone data entry. And the next revision of the Consumer Price Index in 1998 will be based upon collection of data by field staff using pen-based computers.

Data in many of BLS's periodic surveys must be collected with extremely restricted time schedules. One such survey is the Current Employment Statistics (CES) program in which employment counts are collected monthly from 380,000 establishments. BLS has conducted extensive research on computer-assisted telephone interviewing and computer assisted self interviewing (CASI) using touch-tone data entry and voice recognition self-response. Werking, Tupek, and Clayton (1988), Werking and Clayton (1990), Clayton and Winter (1990), Clayton and Harrell (1989), and Clayton, Rosen, and Winter (1989) discuss the findings of various aspects of a seven-year research program which led to large-scale implementation of CATI and CASI in the CES.

Phipps and Tupek (1991) examined the measurement errors associated with a touch-tone data entry system. Three sources of data were used to estimate the errors arising from certain aspects of the human-machine interface. The effects of instrument design on these errors were also addressed.

The success of telephone data entry for CES has prompted the prototyping of a CPS instrument for telephone self-response (McKay, Malik, and Tupek 1992). Such an instrument could be used to increase the effective sample size of CPS in order to provide more reliable state estimates of persons by labor force status on a monthly basis and more cost-effectively than the current collection methods. (Not all the information currently collected would be included in the abbreviated self-response instrument). The prototype includes novel features, such as a capacity for accepting and coding responses to open-ended questions. The next phase of the project involves cognitive research to investigate human-machine interface issues, such as the ability of respondents to use the system and the quality of data collected.

The development of computer-assisted data collection for the CPI differs from that for CPS and CES, in that it is forms-based and uses pen-based computer technology. Although much of the research to date has been technical in nature, it has utilized informal hands-on prototyping and focus groups with nearly all of the CPI field representatives (Uglow 1991, 1992).

As BLS moves, along with other U.S. Federal statistical agencies, towards the increased use of computer-assisted survey information collection, we recognize the increased need for basic research on a number of issues. To meet this need, four interagency work groups have been established to develop coordinated research agendas in the areas of human-machine interface, changing survey procedures, interviewer training, and interviewer work life. These groups will help prevent duplication of effort across programs and, at the same time, facilitate the sharing of resources and ideas among the agencies.
3.5. Interviewer training and evaluation

Interviewer trainers in the Consumer Price Index programs and the Occupation and Compensation Survey programs have used recent advances in training design coming from the social sciences to develop a new interviewer training process. This process is called the Survey Interviewer Certification Program. The goal of this program is to promote the consistent collection of high quality data through the application of performance standards for the interviewers (Fischer 1992).

The standards were developed by personnel in the Office of Field Operations in 1990–1991 based on a careful task analysis of the interviewer's job from the start of the interview to its conclusion. Next, trainers designed components of the training program to allow interviewers to achieve a minimum competency rating on each of the standards. The main components of the certification process are (1) a standard orientation for new workers, (2) observation of data collection prior to classroom training, (3) classroom training, (4) on-the-job training, and (5) evaluation of the interviewer's data collection skills.

The first three components enable the interviewers to achieve the initial stage of skill acquisition, declarative knowledge. The on-the-job training component assists interviewers with knowledge compilation through practice, applying their declarative knowledge in specific situations. Trainers observe and rate the interviewers on their ability to perform certain tasks, and they provide immediate feedback to them verbally and in writing after the interviews. To become certified, novice interviewers must demonstrate minimal competence on all performance standards for a series of interviews. The final training component assesses the experienced interviewer's performance on the same standards as when initially certified. Moreover, it helps trainers maintain quality standards and teaches interviewers to diagnose and analyze their own performance on a regular basis.

4. Data Adjustment and Analysis

4.1. Editing and imputation methods

In many establishment surveys, considerable effort goes into reviewing and editing data. An initial effort to automate these processes is underway with the development of an expert system to assist commodity analysts judging the comparability of items priced in two successive periods for the Consumer Price Index (Conrad, Kamalich, Longacre, and Barry 1992). The system being developed simulates the reasoning of the commodity analysts, and, if it proves practical in actual production, will enable analysts to automate some of the more repetitious and time consuming aspects of their job. Moreover, it will lead to more consistent application of the knowledge involved in comparability judgements by codifying and making explicit that expertise.

4.2. Estimation

Many of the statistical research projects conducted are motivated by the need to compensate for known nonsampling errors such as undercoverage, nonresponse, and response bias. Others are motivated by changes in data collection procedures. With an emphasis on designing data collection procedures which aid respondents and interviewers, the form of the collected data may change, resulting in a need for different estimation methods.

For example, it was decided that the usefulness of the Occupational Establishment Survey would be improved if corresponding wage data were available. Yet, the reporting
of specific wage rates could become burdensome to respondents. Thus, a distribution of wages by categories was collected. Categories for the smallest and largest wage levels are open-ended, resulting in a need to model the tails of the wage distribution to estimate some finite population quantities. Research using micro-level wage data from other BLS surveys indicates a maximum likelihood method based on the Pareto distribution is more robust than other methods (West, Kratzke, and Butani 1992). In earlier work, West, Butani, and Witt (1990, 1991) and West, Butani, Witt, and Adkins (1989) explored various methods of imputing for missing wage and employment data.

As undercoverage in household surveys increases, the need for improved estimators to account for the undercoverage has increased. Post-stratification has historically been used to force the estimated numbers of persons in household surveys to be equal to age, sex, and race category totals based upon the most recent population census. Despite this use, theory to support the use has been incomplete.

Although the variance of a post-stratified estimator can be computed over all possible sample configurations, inferences made conditionally on the achieved sample configuration are desirable. Theory and a simulation study using data from the Current Population Survey have been used to study both the conditional bias and variance of the post-stratified estimator of a total (Valliant 1993). Results of the study indicate that the conditional variance can be consistently estimated by replication methods like balanced repeated replication or the jackknife, but that it is important to recompute the post stratification adjustments for each replicate. Use of full-sample adjustments can produce large over-estimates of variance.

A new post-stratified regression estimator, which is analogous to the linear regression estimator in simple random sampling, has been investigated by Casady and Valliant (1992), based upon the approximate multivariate normality of the vector of Horvitz-Thompson estimators of survey target variables and of post-stratum population sizes. Using both real and artificial populations to study empirically the conditional and unconditional properties of the estimators in multistage sampling, their results indicate that the usual post-stratified estimator can be conditionally biased in large samples while the regression estimator is not.

Establishment surveys are also subject to coverage error due to the creation of new businesses. Because of employment changes in new establishments not yet included in the sampling frame for the Current Employment Statistics (CES) survey, payroll employment estimates from the survey are biased. In a test project in New York state, Grzesiak and Lent (1988) identified new businesses (births) among new accounts in the Unemployment Insurance (UI) system and studied alternative estimators of birth employment. The extent of the bias due to missed births can also be measured using reports made by establishments to the UI system. The UI figures for a time period are not available when CES estimates must be published, but can be used for post hoc bias estimation. Alternative methods for correcting for this bias have been investigated by Sommers and Stamas (1991). Results indicate that Kalman filter methods can be used to model both employment estimates and their biases. Methods of bias adjustment have been developed that reduce mean squared errors.

Some of the major statistics published by BLS are price indexes. Valliant (1991) and Valliant and Miller (1989) have studied a class of estimators of Laspeyres price indexes that include ones used in practice and others that may have better statistical
properties. Their theoretical and empirical results show that if long-term indexes are calculated by chaining together short-term changes, then data from older time periods should be dampened out to avoid producing estimators with increasing variance. In the last five years, major efforts have been made at BLS to produce variances for published index series. Leaver, Johnstone, and Archer (1991) and Leaver and Swanson (1992) discuss research on variance estimation for the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The CPI uses a relatively complicated multi-stage area sample design in which separate surveys of households are used to derive expenditure weights and an establishment sampling frame. The papers by Leaver et al. describe the combination of Taylor series and replication methods used for variance estimation. Collia (1988) and Spease (1989) discuss similar work done using replication variances for the U.S. Producer Price Index.

One of the active research areas in survey methods in recent years has been the application of time series methods to estimation problems. In 1989, BLS introduced a time series approach to statewide labor force estimation using data from the Current Population Survey (CPS). Tiller (1989, 1990, 1992) describes the Kalman filter methods used for estimation and the state space framework of labor force models which account for autocorrelations in model errors due to sample overlap between time periods. Initial research on mean squared error estimation for Kalman filter estimates derived from survey data has been completed by Miller (1989b).

One of the key comparisons in evaluating the Kalman filter models for state labor force estimates are variance estimates derived directly from CPS data. Lent (1991) described the replication methods used for the direct variance estimates and their limitations for subnational estimates.

Basic research has been done in the areas of variance estimation and use of computer intensive methods for finite population estimation. Valliant (1990) studied performance of ratio and regression estimators and associated variance estimators in systematic sampling, identifying types of populations where the regression estimator will outperform the ratio estimator. Estimators of distribution functions using non-parametric regression have been examined (Chambers, Dorfman, and Wehrly (1992) and Dorfman and Hall (1992)) and compared to more traditional design-based estimators.

4.3. Analytical methods

In an organization producing many of the major data series on the U.S. economy, analysis and interpretation by the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ economists have fostered an increased need for research on analytical methods, especially for evaluating changes over time. Wootton, Tou, and Miller (1992) developed a method for comparing vectors of industry occupational employment distributions in order to assess whether staffing patterns vary over time. Valliant (1992) developed a method for generalizing variances for price indexes over time using non-parametric scatterplot smoothers. Scott (1989) used similar nonparametric techniques to decompose time series.

New and one-time surveys are being used to collect data on important issues such as employer-provided child care, employee turnover, and employer-provided training. Such surveys are conducted under tight time constraints, so that there is little time for extended research. Moreover, many of them are attempting to measure rare characteristics. Miller, Robertson, and Butani (1992) evaluated the stratified variance estimator and a random group variance estimator,
involving collapsing of strata. Differences were found in the distributions produced by the two variance estimation methods as the relative standard error increases, particularly for rare characteristics where the random group variance estimator overestimated the variance more than predicted by theory.

Distributions of the costs of consumer items are often truncated on the left in the sense that there is some minimum price for a commodity but the minimum may be unknown. Miller (1988) derived a maximum likelihood estimate of such a truncation point and of other model parameters, and illustrated his theory with data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey. Basic research on errors-in-variables models is also covered in Miller (1989a and 1990).

Seasonal adjustment of times series is standard practice in a number of BLS programs. The energy series in the Producer Price Index, in particular, have been subject to volatile changes in the last 15 years. Buszuwski and Scott (1988) tested X-11 seasonal adjustment methods with and without adjustment for structural changes and shocks. Ramp-style interventions along with adjustments for outliers and level shifts were found to improve seasonal adjustments compared to standard procedures.
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